
A SPIRITUALLY ADVANCED PERSON IS SOMEONE WHO!
What defines a spiritually advanced person? If someone from
the general community were asked this same question, how
might they respond?  Probable answers could be reflected in
any one of the following, being a regular churchgoer, having
a strong faith in God, or other deities, simply doing the right
thing by other people. Alternatively, being an atheist.

For seekers of Truth or probers, the dilemma of this question conceptually lay between
that of being a religious spiritual person, to alternatively someone who is searching for
a more conscious experience or spiritual understanding of their God, Great Spirit, or
Universal Mind. Victor Zammit’s Afterlife report on 1st June, 2018, featured an article
titled, “A Spiritually Advanced Person is Someone Who….” The article proceeds to list
several interesting points attempting to describe such a person. From my forty-years
plus conscious spiritual journey—it is one of an ever-transforming process of change,
expanding consciousness with no limitations. The following sixteen points of
'a spiritually advanced person' from Zammit’s afterlife report follow.
                                                                                   —Philip Crouch, Tasmania, 2020

1 .. communicates peacefully, without violence, seeing both sides of an issue.

2 .. is able to remain calm under pressure, always helping, always doing
      something positive for others.

3 .. projects peace, light, love and understanding; can get along with people.

4..  always looks for the good in others and opportunities to affirm them.

5 .. can unconditionally love, and unconditionally forgive.

6 .. is disciplined and is able to maintain harmony in mind, body and spirit.

7 .. has strength of character, exercises self-responsibility.
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8 .. is extremely honest, ethically exemplary and is non-judgmental.

9 .. meditates at the deepest, most intense level and experiences extreme
      love for all.

10 .. is without ego – self-centeredness and identifies with the ‘whole’ –
        cosmic consciousness; understands and practices humility.

11..  can relate with extreme kindness to human beings - and also to animals,
            birds and all living things; but reserves the right to self-protection.

12 ..respects the environment and does not eat flesh foods, (and for the true
       purists does not drink stimulants such as tea or coffee).

13.. does not consume alcohol, does not smoke, does not gamble, does not
           take any drugs.

    14.. is morally strong not affected by envy, jealousy or pride and avoids anger,
            greed and malice – and always expresses appreciation for all good things.

15.. does not lose his/her temper but is able to respond to all provocations
            and hostility with serenity, equanimity, peace, composure and love.

16.. has successfully evolved from the physical to the spiritual.

                              —Violence to avoid being killed.

                             —And a highly spiritual person does not have to be religious
                                  or have the skills of a medium or a psychic.
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Sources for Being Spiritual and being Spiritually advanced - transmitted
information directly from the afterlife by highly credible sources:

      Silver Birch, Mons. Hugh Benson, Arthur Findlay, Sir William Crookes,
Sir Oliver Lodge, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Dr Robert Crookall, Sir William
Barrett, Johannes Greber, Allan Kardec, Stainton Moses, Helen Greaves,
White Eagle transmissions, Jane Roberts - and others.

—Articles -Victor Zammit
_________________________

Suggested resources:
Victor Zammit After Life Report, article:
A spiritually advanced person is someone who ….
http://victorzammit.com/articles/spirituallyadvanced2.htm
http://victorzammit.com/June1st2018/
Book review: Spiritual Evolution, George Vaillant,
http://positivepsychologynews.com/news/senia-maymin/20080603785
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